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MR. D. C . HYLAND, PRINCIPAL 
The reading of the yearbook heralds the ending of another school year. Congratula-
tions to all Herman students who have performed well in the classroom, in their school 
organizations and on the playing fields . We have had a successful year -- helped by that 
great football championship. 
I have enjoyed my first year at Herman. It has been a pleasure working with all the 
students, the Student Council and the excellent staff. The great spirit which exists among 
the students and staff ensures success in all areas of school life. 
Now we look forward to next year. Much planning and careful thought have gone into 
the preparation of the changes involved in the school programme. It is hoped these 
changes will promote flexibility in the student programmes -- thus allowing a greater 
choice of courses . It is hoped that each student may now select a programme more 
closely associated to his abilities and needs. 
To the graduating students, we wish continued success in your post-secondary school 
pursuits. We shall not forget you - please return, when possible, to see us. 
2 
MR. A. A. TECHKO, Vice-Principal 
OFFICE STAFF 
Mrs. K. Lesperance, Miss L. Perron, Mrs. D. Levenick, Mrs. S. 
Spurrier, Mrs. N. Woodrich, Mrs. M. Chuk, Mr. R. A. McHenry. 




E'lGLISH DEPARTME T 
Mrs. Borders, Mrs. Beatty, Mrs. Appel, Mr. Roberts, Mrs. Ruggeri, Mrs. 
Snaden, Mrs. Acanne. 
Mrs. Carver, Mr. Plank, Miss Healey, Mr. Creede. 
GUIDA. CE DEPARTME'lT 
Mr. I. Oksanen, Miss J. MacIntyre, Mr. E. Chittaro, Miss J. Nichols, Mr. A. 
Scheuerman. 
LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT 
Mrs . Gregorian, Mrs. Dantzer, Mrs. Ruggeri, Mr. Tenzer, Mr. Boutin, Miss 
Stone, Miss McPherson, Miss Marquis, Mrs. Stomp. 




Mr. K. Magowan, Mrs. A. Buchanan, Mr. S. Sisco, Mrs. D. Girard, Mr. D . 
Smart. 
Mr. H. McCullough, Miss G. Tunks, Mr. G. Drouillard. 
HISTORY DEPARTMENT 
Mr. E. Tenzer, Mr. K. Magowan, Mr. A. Botsford. 
Mr. J. Shearon, Miss L. Phillips, Mr. G. Mascaro. 
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
Mr. B. Fox, Mrs . M. Fox, Miss J. Weatherby, Mrs . I. Wood, Mr. A. Horne. 
Mr. T . Weatherell, Mr. M. Sillick, Mr. N. St. Clair . 
s 
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PH'lSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
Mr. C. McCaffery, Mr. I. Oksanen, Mr. G. Janisse, 
Mr. M . Brunet. 
Mrs. J. Williams, Mrs . E. Price, Mrs. R . Nixon. 
.. \ 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS - HOME ECONOMICS 
Mr. J. Greenway, Mrs. E. Malkin, Mrs. A. Musson, 
Mr. S . Montague. 
GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT 
Mr. J. Buchanan, Mr. P . Nantais . 




Mr. R. Munro, Mrs. D. Appel, Mrs. M. 
Chuk. 
CARtT A KING STAFF 
W. Pluta , Mr. K. Bennett. 
MUSIC & ART DEPARTMENT 
Mr. A. Botsford, Mr. M. Dresser, Mr. E. 
Skelton. 
Mrs. J. Castonguay 
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Donald Mac Leay 
POPPY FUND 
$300. 00 Bill Fowler 
300. 00 Mark Gerasimoff 
300. 00 Pamela Dickie 
300. 00 Gaynor Gooding 
100. 00 Lynda Seymour 
300. 00 Craig Vrooman 


















HOME & SCHOOL ASSOCIATION 
PRINCE EDWARD 
$25.00 Jim Clarkson 
COACHES' ASSOCIATION 
$200.00 James Harris 
WINDSOR UTILITIES 
$300. 00 Gary Taylor 
ONTARIO COMMAND 











$500.00 Pauline Gaudette 
POST AL WORKERS 







W. L. CLARK 
$100.00 Larry Popowich 
MRS. W. F . HERMAN 
$100.00 Michele Cleary 
BERT NICHOLS AWARD 
$50.00 James Harris 
FORD MOTOR SCHOLARSHIP 
$5400. 00 Bernhardt Schlegel 
NATIONAL SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION 









$400.00 James Harris 
FIRE PREVENTION SCHOLARSHIP 
$200.00 Marjorie Rogers 
BOLTON MEMORIAL 
$150.00 Mike Bondy 
UKRAINIAN 
$100.00 Anna Szmigelska 

LYNN BANYAI RON BEAUCHAMP 
LARRY BELOWUS MARGARET BENDZSAK 
GWEN BERNYK BILL BOGUCKI 
10 
DOLORES BORKOWSKI GARY BOUTETTE 
ROBIN BRAID ALAN BROWN 
JOHN BROWNLIE LUCINDA BURRELL 
11 
ALICE CAMPBELL NIKI CARLAN 
BRUCE CARTER JOHN CASETT A 
PATRICIA CATTON CATHLEEN CA VE 
12 
~ . . 
.~·-,,:·--:.--:-:..:· ~ 
DEBBIE CAVE DAVID CHAUVIN 
DIANNE CIPP ARONE JOHN CLARKE 
MICHELE CLEARY ALAN CLIFFORD 
13 
ROBERT DARROCH LARRY DONAHUE 
ART DRAKE MARILYN DUCHARME 
DAVID DUPUIS SANDRA ELLWOOD 
14 
. 
~ .. ~ ~~ :__: . :·:.t· ~ 
ADINA E LMASRY JOSETTE EMOND 
FIORENZO F ABRIS BOB FINDLAY 
MARILYN FRANCIS NEIL FUMMERTON 
15 
MARY - JO GAINES 
CATHERINE GAZO 
CHERYL GENIK ROGER GOBBO 
GEORGE HABIB BRI AN HASTINGS 
16 
CATHERINE HA YES CA THY HAYMAN 
ROBERT INGALLS JOHN JAMES 
LESLIE JUBENVILLE NANCY JUBENVILLE 
17 
COLEEN KEMP RUTH KNOWLES 
WILLIAM KOLODZY CRAIG KONDRUK 
RICHARD KONRAD DAVE LANGEVIN 
18 
. ' . 
~:.-,,.::.-:d1/lr' "7 ... -·- .--:;~ ~ 
SHARON LANGLOIS BETTY LEBERT 
DANNY LEE SCOTT LENEY 




. . ~ 
RANDY MAENPAA PETAR MALOBABIC 




' . . 
~~~~ --.,---- -~~ l 
IRENE MEDWID CORINE MILITO 
STEVE MILLEN ROSALIE MITCHELL 
ALLAN MUIR RICK MULDOON 
21 
,,.. . . ,,.,.. 
NANCY NAISMITH 
DAVID NANNI 




. . . 
~ --- _ ... .., .. -.. -~- ~ 
KEITH PEPPER PAUL POPKEY 
LARRY PQPOWICH FA YE POSMITUK 










BARRY ROUSSEAU THEA SCHOLLENBERGER 
ROBERT B. SCOTT ROBERT W. SCOTT 
ALAN SMITH BRENDA SMITH 
25 
JIM SOKOLOWSKI BEVERLY SUTTAK 
JAN SZCZEPANK GARY TERNOVAN 
ANNE TOMICIC CONNIE WAFFLE 
26 
BARRY WAGNER BRAD WAGNER 
JOH:"i WALLACE JOAN WARREN 
GARY WATSON WANDA WERBITSKY 
27 
GREG WHALEN CA THY WOODRICH 
LINDA YULE BECKY HAYWARD 
CATHERINE JOHNSON MARY ANN McNEILL 
28 
. . . ;· ....... ~ z:: :_: _.: ::- ~ 
ROBERT ABBOTT ROD BANKS 
BARBARA BLANCHETTE RICHARD BOIS 
JACQUELINE BOURBONNAIS VICKY BRAID 
29 
JANE BULLARD RON CHATEAUNEUF 
WANDA CHERNECKI LARRY CHICILO 
SHANNON CLEARY MIKE CLOUGH 
30 
CHUCK CONNELL ROBERT COUSINEAU 
GARY DIGGINS GUY DOMAN 
PAT DUFRAINE GAIL ERENT 
31 
-.,. 
- . . . . -< 
JOANNE FIELDS JOHN GILMOUR 
NANCY GLAVES MARK GUSBA 
BONNIE HARRIS DAVID HARRIS 
32 
RICHARD HENKIE INGRID JANISCH 
JIM JOYCE ANNETTE KASCUR 
KAREN KEMP GERALD KLIMCHAK 
33 
... ~.., 
. . . . 
BEATRICE KOVACEVICH MURRAY LACEY 
KIRK LEMON DANIEL LOGAN 
CINDY LORE MIKE LUBORSKY 
34 
SAM MASCHKE MAUREEN MASON 
JACK McAULEY RON McCONNELL 
JOHN McGUINNESS RANDY McMASTER 
35 
- - ------
RICK MENARD TIM NEMETH 
MARK OSTAPOVITCH RON OUELLETTE 
ROXANNE OUELLETTE RICHARD PARE 
36 
PAULETTE PACKWOOD ALTERO PELOSI 
BRIAN PIPER ROGER POIRIER 
CHARLES POPE RANDY REMDENOK 
37 
. . . ,,,t~~ 
VICKI ROY BILL VIRTUE 
EMILY WACHTER PHILLIP WILKINSON 
38 
. . 
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13A 
BACK ROW: Dennis Donovan, Art Oralee, Gary Boutette, Fiorenzo Fabris, Lloyd Lovell, LesJubenville, Jon Clarke, Barry Rousseau, John Wallace, Paul Popkey, Crai3 
Kondruk. 
MIDDLE ROW: Jim Sokolowski, Allan Muir, Bill Kolodzy, Bob Darroch, Keith Pepper, George Rogers, John Brownlie, Jan Syczepanek, Alan Clifford, Bud Newman, Scott 
Leney, Neil Fummerton. 
FRONT ROW: Nancy Naismith, Lynn Banyai, Maria Regini, Mary Jo Gaines, Miss Healey, Cathy Hayman, Sandy Oberemok, Karen Punga. 
13B 
BACK ROW: Larry Belowus, Gary Watson, Randy Maenpaa, Brian Hastings, Greg Richards, Lucio Scodellaro, Rick Muldoon, Brad Wagner, Kirk Mason, Greg Whalen, 
John James, Alan Brown. 
MIDDLE ROW: Mary Ann McNeill, Niki Carlan, Pat Catton, Cathy Cave, Anne Rich, Shelley Linton. Ruth Knowles, Corine Milito, Thea Schollenberger, Miss MacIntyre. 
FRONT ROW:Nancy Jubinville, Joan Warren, Cheryl Genik, Bev Suttak, Sharon Langlois, Rosalie Mitchell, Brenda Smith, Cathy Hayes, Marilyn Ducharme, Marilyn Francis. 
13C 
BACK ROW: Bob Reaume, Ron Beauchamp, Mike Ward, Arnold Lockstadt, Al Smith. 
MIDDLE ROW: I. Medwid, Betty Lebert, Larry Popowich, Gary Ternovan, Bruce Carter, Dave Chauvin, Rick Conrad, Bill Ogucki, Peter Malobabic, Lucinda Burrell, Cathy 
Woodrich. 






THIRD ROW: Dave Langevin, Barry Wagner, Roger Gobbo, Mike Hrynyk, Bob Findlay, Dave Dupuis, Steve Millen. 
SECOND ROW: Mr. St. Clair, Dan Lee, Dale Prisley, John Casctta, Bob Scott, Livio Paronuzzi, Dave Nanni, Robin Braid, George Habib. 
FIRST ROW: Lin Yule, Diane Cipparone, Maureen Richardson, Debbie Cave, Cathy Johnson, Crystal McCollom, Alice Campbell, Barbara Parramore. 
12A 
THIRD ROW: Gary Tonita, George Hong, Bill Rurak, Barry McCall, Tom McKaig, Barry Harbroe, Bruce Millen, Doug Stoddard, Peter James. 
SECOND ROW: Ted Manor, Joe Blais, Doug Williamson, Dan Ziriada, Dan Desko, Paula Clarke, Mary Hendry, Mrs. Price, Carol Wille, Ron Trottier, Brian Schooley, George 
McPhee, Max Fraser, Bill Fontaine. 
FIRST ROW: Sumati Mathur, Lynn Corking, Andrea Labaj, Cathy Hedrick, Bev. Bailey, Sue Walton, Nish Jirazbuoy, Mary St. Onge, Nina Washington, Wendy Bauer, Marlene 
Lee. 
12B 
THIRD ROW: John Vidican, John Pawlowski, Al Thibert, Neil Hodgins, Larry Karchuk. 
SECOND ROW: Wayne Rollinson, Frank Berze, Randy Blanchard, Gottfried Wirth, Sandy Lomas, Kathy Kivisto, Brenda Skelly, Brian Boyd,JeffOlcynik, Henry Gordon, 
Mike Breschuk. 




TiilRD ROW: Joe Doetzel, Gil Jodoin, Dave Belcher, Tim Williamson, Randy Gould, Don Blain, Mike Barnett, Randy Percy, Bob Stefanovitch, Gene Petryshyn, Tom Rinn, 
Norbert Mueller. • 
SECOND ROW: Mr. Moore, Don Russell, Rick Swatman, Sue Guatto, Janet Jurasek, Shannon Gooding, Pam Angus, Brenda Gilchrist, Bruce Cookson, Mike Mudrak. 
FIRST ROW: Shireen Hasnain, Jo.Ann Purdie, Pat Szyma.nski, Mary-Anne James, Debbie Banks, Sandy Suszek, Holly Overholt, Connie Waffle, Brenda Schuller, Debbie 
McLeod. 
l2D 
TiiIRD ROW: Norm Daviau, Jim McFarlane, Bob Mathias, Dan Danelon, Bob Banyai, Levent Zeytinoglu, Gerry Lambing, Fred Weber, Don Pidhoresky. 
SECOND ROW: Ray Hogan, Philip Lee, Bob Zincone, Larry Hurajt, Peter Giedriunas, Sheila Schroll, Sherie Buchan, Adrian Bordenuik, Cary Deacon, Dave Blake, Greg 
Oleynik, Frank Kovacic. 
FIRST ROW: Penny McConnell, Charlene Larsh, Mary Fauteux, Sue Cooper, Jeanette Miller, Mr. Plank, Vasilka Marko, Cora-Lee Chatterton, Vicky Elmasry, Ann Grebenc. 
12E 
THIRD ROW: Dave McNorton, Elwin Leonard, Bill Dodyk, Dan Gobbo, Mike Gay, Larry Rubenstein, Ron Reisch, Gary Willson, Bob Ducharme, Gary Warren. 
SECOND ROW: Denise Bartlett, Linda Moxon, Joanne Chiro, Shirley Dzudz, Donna Schrader, Elaine Hodgins, Diane Yoell, Marianne Healey, Sharron Janisse, Allyson Potts, 
Caroline Easter, 
FIRST ROW: Cathy Rollison, Gale , Sharon Kolodzy, Miss Phillips, Donna Bing, Mary Ann Demko, Judy Hallam, Maudie McMullen. 
42 
12F 
11i1RD ROW: John Ray, Jack Reaume, Doug Hartlen. 
SECOND ROW: John Gayne, Tom Chartier, Bob Johnson, Louis Vujatovich, Jana Ross, Cindy Biddle, Marg Wood, Vicky Hebert, Rick King, John Moor, Rick Cranker, Jan 
Gardiner. 
FIRST ROW: Beth Morden, Chris Murdoch, Sue Murphy, Carol Porter, Pat Spiegelberg, Millie Rodgers, Christine Chalupiak, Maureen Kearns, Jo-Anne Sekersky, Pam Allen. 
12G,H 
SECOND ROW: Richard Scott, Murray Lacey, Richard Henkie, Charles Pope, Rick Bois, Ingrid Janisch, Jackie Bourbonnais, Mr. Creede, Barb Blanchette, Cindy Lore, Brian 
Piper, Dave Czilli, Gary Pidruchny, Bill Virtue. 
FIRST ROW: Doug Wolfe, Steve Mitchell, Ron Ouellette, Rod Banks, Dave Lefebre, Chuck Connell, Ed Higgins, Guy Doman, Bob Cousineau, Sam Mashcke, Jack McCauley. 
121 d 
THIRD ROW: Mike Clough, Ron Chateauneuf, Mike Luborsky, Tim Nemeth, Larry Chicilo, Jerry Klimchak, Bill Docherty, John Gilmour, Randy Remdenok, Mark Gusba, 
Ron McConnell. 
SECOND ROW: Al Pelosi, Rick Podhy, Gary Diggins, Randy McMaster, Mark Ostapovith, Dave Harris, Bob Abbott,Jirn Joyce, Mr. Drouillard. 
FIRST ROW: Nancy Glaves, Vicki Roy, Joanne Fields, Wanda Chernecki, Bonnie Harris, Vicky Braid, Karen Kemp, Beatrice Kovacevich, Gail Erent, Emily Wachter. 
43 
llA 
TIIIRD ROW: Dan Chamney, Rei.to Heinonen, Renzo DeMenech, Bob Carter, Mark Hutnik, Frank Humes, Helmut Balzer, Brad Brush. 
SECOND ROW: Don Marchand, Ted Boomer, Gary Wellman, Andrew Petrakos, Dave Austen, Irene Sakne, Dianne Schroeder, Ken Reynolds, Larry Catton, Rick Corin, Ken 
Silver, Grant Vernes. 
FIRST ROW: Rosanne Herold, Monica Woodall, Sieglinde Schmidt, Irene Pawlowski, Patrice Davidson, Mr. McCullough, Linda MacGrain, Kathy Kiss, Donna Modlinslcy, 
Karen Jones, Connie Cooper. 
llB 
TiilRD ROW: Jack Stevenson, Bob Baillargeon, Harry Lockstadt, Tony Baltulis, Bob Moskaluk, Orville James, Tom Poisson, Tom Chevalier, Jim Muldoon, Dennis McGowean. 
SECOND ROW: Simon Grant, Tom Cousins, Olga Zan, Barbara Bigelow, Karen Girling, Dawn Marcotte, Heather Dorrepaal, Warren Dickie, David Toth. 
FIRST ROW: Mrs. Gregorian, Georgina Irwin, Colleen Gatzlaff, Alda Fabris, Carolyn Vidler, Rita Nazarkiewicz, Helen Hwozdeckyj, Linda Laforet, Caiolyn Rowe. 
llC 
TIIIRD ROW: Alex Oman, Dave MacIntyre, L=y Knowles, Casey Hornick, Frank Furlan, Dan Campeau, Tony Tomicic, Bob Gerardi, Bill Lyons, Mike Hayes, Bill Horwood, 
Peter Croppo, Bill Jost. 
SECOND ROW: Bruce Brosseau, Dave Dantcr, John Bernat, Chuck Seguin, Fred Kaiser, Terry Heydon, Stan Poulson, Eric Taylor, Rick Lalonde, Richard Chorney. 
FIRST ROW: Rick Archer, Diahann Jaskot, Jane Pitt, Ann Brouwer, MaryBeth Collins, Mr. Botsford, Peggy Pongrarz, Marilyn Puchailo, Sherry Luno, Elaine Martin, Ron Bala. 
44 
l1D 
THIRD ROW: Dave Dowell, Larry Catton, Bob Carter, Mate B:1.illatgeo11, Wer11er Boelk, Dennu Rusnak, Arthur Ludschuweit, Mike Przednowek, Roger Blake, Bruce Parker. 
SECOND ROW: Bruce Dickie, Helmut Drcr, Joey Kaufman, Sue Parr, Lu Bellaire, Irene Moskal, Pat Hogan, Diane Warikasz, Peter Hughes, Leo Ambroziak, Mark Hutnilc, 
Chuck Lanktree. 
FlRST ROW: Vicky Johnston, Lyn Regnier, Marilyn Poupard, Jo-Ann Telling, Gail Chene, Cathy O'Brien, Roseann Glendenning, Cathy Andrew, Lorna Lounsbury, Shelly 
Dupuis. 
llE 
THIRD ROW: Dan Jacques, Larry Bernyk, Chris O'Neil, Barry Pynn, Dave Coulson, Larry Beno, Nigel Holmes, John Porter, Bill Richards, Rob Murphy, Gary Anger. 
SECOND ROW: Chris Tarcia, Shelly Jardine, Cathy McFarland, Rose Cambor, Wilma Nestor, Debbie Hayward, Mary Beth McMullen, Lana Ringrose, Karen Roberts, Kathy 
McWha, Diane Kondruk, Kathy Morrison, Janis McMaster, Irene Sakne, Donna Drca. 
FIRST ROW: Lynn Berridge, Marg Harris, Jennifer Smith, Sue Mousseau, Jessie Parker, Mr. Horne, Joan Harrison, Sandy Soulliere, Claudia Naismith, Janice Bodnarchuk, 
Cathy Wachna. 
llF 
THIRD ROW: Dennis Wright, Guy Arsenault, Tom Boutette, John Soulliere, Jon Snow, Paul Hebert, Paul Chesnik, Tom Nemeth, Fraser Naklie, John Carnegie, Dan Hutnik, 
Bill Steel, Ron Wilson, Denis Beaulne, Rick Avedisian. 
SECOND ROW: Rick MineUo, Roger Holmes, Linda Gillard, Beth Beale, Emily Tyniwsky, Lyn Ingalls, Roxanne Kerr, Lynda KeUa, Sandy Rak, Sylvia Bayliss, G~ 
Baillargeon, Al Garant, Clark Brklacic. 
FIRST ROW: Mary Lou Morris, Debra Martel, JoAnn Loeffen, Lu Halliday, Karen Pasco, Janis Warwick, Rita Grizan, Sue Lippold, Jo-Anne Przednowek, Mrs. Borders. 
45 
llG 
THIRD ROW: Ron latzko, Peter Hayes, Oon Goodger. 
SECOND ROW: Terry McCartney, Rick Rawon, Allan Smith, Willie Ruel, Richard Lindquist, Cliff Paun, Doug Chase,Wayne Samson, Dennis Ducharme, Ron Rybinslcy, Steve 
Woloszyn. 
FIRST ROW: Barbara Desjardins, Sandy Crombie, Jennifer Smith, Sandy Filiault, Bonnie McA;uley, Mr. Shearon, Virginia Giedriunas, Diana CornelJ, Janice Trott, Linda 
Campeau, Sandy Daley. 
llH 
THIRD ROW: Ron Atkins, Ron Lepage, Bruno QiMambro, Jim Mcinnis, Leslie Westbury, James Baby, Robert Burdick, Mark Patterson, Ron Jones, Mike LaBute, 
SECOND ROW: David LowelJ, Chris Belanger, Mickey BulJard, Kevin Kenney, Larry McLean, Al Zolotucha, Debby Vinkle . 
.FIRST ROW: Pat Ward, Debbie Percy, Debbie Paun, Barbara Tracy, Jo-Anne Colledge, Laurie Willimott, Linda Podhy, Lynne Tyson, Diane Gelinas, Melanie Russell. 
lOA 
1lURD ROW: Don Fontaine, Bob Chesnil<, Denis Patrick, Glen R. Muir, Glen G. Muir, Mark Bonham, Bob Matton, Pat Lake, Tim Churchill, Mike Bural. 
SECOND ROW: Dave Findlay, Richard Smole, Jon Bonnett, Marie Wilk, Louise Knowles, Anne Walton, Debbie Heath, Dana Giedriunas, Laurie Chartier, Cheryl Frickey, 
Col!leen Burningham, Tim O'Neil, Philip Labaj. 
FIRST ROW: Vicki MacDougal, Pat Suualc, Debbie Atkinson, Debbie McLarty, Darlene Huminek, Mrs. Closser, Brenda Millson, Wendy Ducharme, Susan Bokowski, Janice 
Belowus, Rose Nikosey. 
46 
lOB 
THIRD ROW: Paul Bristow, Jerry Roy, Randy Linton, George Balint, Richard Orlowski, William Orlowski, John Novosad, Steve Lipinski, John Schneider, Allen Nix, Bob 
Reisch, Chris Wiley, Kevin Biddle, Tom Skeldmg. 
SECOND ROW: Mr. Tenzer, Marlene Scherer, Andrea Webb, Debbie Trudell, lvanka Wloch, Lise Quenneville, Lucille Ringrose, Valerie Mada.rasz, JoAnne Bell, Nadia Zinyk, 
Ja.nice Nord, Lynn McLean, Mary Wilk, Cathy Gniposlcy. 
FIRST ROW: Leslie Jones, Susan Labute, Joy Rounding, Mary Russ, Leslie Lampman, Margaret Sherwood, Rita Parent, Theresa Hughes, Olga Kowaliw, Jo-Anne St. Pierre. 
lOC 
THI.RD ROW: Bob Benjamin, Jim Bendzsak, John Laramie, Pat Docherty, Randy Russell, Rick Janusas, John Masse, Garr Chernicki, Leon Bodylc, Darryl Knight. 
SECOND ROW: Kevin Studman, Barb Oberemk, Pat Pestru, Kerry Stetson, Bob Neroda, Brian Langlois, Rick Cecile, Pau Lefave, Alanna Burdeny, Rosemary Scarpelli, 
George Oltean, Tony Turner. 
FIRST ROW: Sue Dupuis, Betty Hartleib, Judy McGuigan, Jan Milito, Debbie Bondy, Debbie Masse, C,1101 Regnier, Lynn Berry, Theresa Olwn, Val Prymack, Judy Nicholson, 
IOD 
THIRD ROW: Mike Clancy, Jim Nanni, Chester Masse, Len Hart, Randy Homenick, Doug Williams, Warren Woods, Charlie Eansor, Elias Khayat, Peter Angermann, Rick 
Wellmann. 
SECOND ROW: Norm Golke, Don Ross, All:m Benson, Theresa Comelli, Susan Spitgtlbtrg, Bonnie Noselb, Carol Francis, Carol Regnier, J1.11, Milito, Vic Demko, Dave Giofu, 
Rick Gopelli. 
FIRST ROW: Robin Arnold, Cheryl Wytka, Theresa Glowacki, Carmen Cecile, Alanna Fox, Mrs. O'Connor, Connie Groulx, Lorna Gazo, Karen Salich, Joanne Pemberton, 
Asdis Arnason, Kathryn Kowal. 47 
lOE 
THIRD ROW: Todd Smith, Ted Robinson, R.ose Penzari, Dun,an Cleary, Jerome St. Pierre, Dan Taylor. 
SECOND ROW: Kathy Korovitsch, Diane Barkley, Shirl DeRepentigny, Terry Williams, Rick Remdenok, Scott Vrooman, Pat Allevato, Jan Sokolowski, Marylou Lounsbury, 
Camille Gregorczyk, Heather Butcher. FIRST ROW: Denise Poupard, Shary Healey, Janne McQuire, Mary Anne Pratt, Gail Bondy, Mrs. Acanne, Beth Kelly, Charlotte Badragon, Liz Rogers, Carol Read, Nancy 
Kondruk. · 
lOF 
THIRD ROW: Kevin Wills, Mike Kelleher, Bob Robinet, Brian McLean, Mike Rajsigl, John Docherty, Greg King, Tim Hranka, Don St. Onge, Randy Runks, Don Heath, Brian 
Rousseau. SECOND ROW: Laurel Brown, Peggy Gouin, Cathy Reid, Norma Brockbank, Kathy Richardson, Bonnie Miller, Judy Brown, Robin Glendenning. 
FIRST ROW: Janice Hastings, Fran Berthiaume, Pat Benson, Debbie Rivard, Pam Hebert, Penny McIntyre, Susanne St. Louis, Debbie Johnson, Mrs. Beatty. 
lOG 
SECOND ROW: Miss Nichols, Arnie Arna.<on, Rick King, Ray Baillargeon, Bob Ducharme, Bob Hogan, Dan St. Onge, David Bergeron, Jim Ingersoll, Peter MacDonald, Jim 
Kenney, Jed Newbold. FIRST ROW: Sandy Ronchka, Sue Dufault, Maureen Scherb, Bonnie Ridgewell, Cathy Bradt, Beverly Mailloux, Valerie Brookbanks, Carol Chaborek, Nancy Ross, Holly 
Mutterback, Cheryl Cowley, Lucille Baillargeon. 
48 
•. ' 
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lOH 
SECOND ROW: Gerald Trepanier, Reg Houle, Tom Renaud, Dan Jewell, Barry Lozinski, Stuart Gusba, Paul Anderson, Dennis Quinn. 
FIRST ROW: Eileen Ashton, Glenna Rowley, Brenda Stengel, Mrs. Malkin, Nina Elcoate, Mary Ann Thomas, Cathy Scarpelli. 
101 
SECOND ROW: Tom Ellwood, Mike Pemberton, Don Lundy, Doug H•rtleib, Dan Jaroshewich, Mr. Montague, Greg Meek, Mac Wighton, Barry Kearns, Al Baillargeon. 
FIRST ROW: Bryan Peterson, Ken Bechard!, Michelle Barrette, Kathy VanWinckle, Ellen Tracy, Cheryl Craig, Lydia Ropat, Sheryl Boots, Susan Gabic, Dave Young, 
Richard DcMars. 
lOJ 
SECOND ROW: Mr. Christie, Pamela Munro, Pauline St. Pierre, Priscilla Hogan, Mary Swatman, Michele Provost, Joanne Zold, Bonnie Laur, Diane Paquette. 
FIRST ROW: Pamela McCallum, Lorraine Meikle, Vanda Didonato, Gail Fisher, Patricia Murney, Nancy Murney, Valerie Holden. 
49 
lOK 
THIRD ROW: Ken Cloutier, John Bouliane, Maurice Marchand, Bill Bissetto. 
SECOND ROW: Mrs. Carver, Bar. Woolcock, Debbie Kit, Diane Martin, Terry Doolan, Ursula Glowacki, Sandy Caza, Marilyn Rupert, Susan Farfanick. 




Cathie Austen, Linda Bechard, Lori Booth, Linda Brisebois, Dan Chaborek, Rich Chaborek, Bonnie Clark, Lynn Donald, David 
Duch.arme, Jennifer Ferguson, Wayne Hastings, Helen Hurajt, Danny Jahn,Susan Jubinville, Mary Kelleher, Joseph Lo Duca, 
Cliff Moldovan, Chris Nanni, Patricia Nikita, Jo-Anne Prieur, Rick Renaud, Jayne Reynolds, Linda Scott-Taggart, Joe Shaban, 
Mike Simpson, Bill Snow, Susan Thibert, Linda Vegh, Gillian Watson, Shelley WilHams. -
THIRD ROW: David Harris, Claudio Del Duca, Frank Scodellaro, Mark Tuson, Peter MacDonald, Pat Freeland, Richard Kriza, Rene Tremblay, Lorne Russ. 
SECOND ROW: Marlene Lariviere, Arlene Lush, Diane Burrell, Marlene Lucier, Beth Johns, Jane Gough, Liz Pisani, Cathy Harris, Bob Jasin, Danny Beattie, Ken McFarland, 
John Thibert, Chris McElroy. 
FIRST ROW: Barb Anger, Claudette Lauzon, Cindi Houle, Pam Kochan, Sandy Stewart, Paula Jacobs, Mrs. Wood, Diane LeHoux, Barb Rabsky, Marie McDonald, Janine 
Dickie, Lynn Hrynyk. • 
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9C 
THIRD ROW: Carey Wilson, Harold Tiede, Doug Chateauneuf, Garrett Wharton, George Bazijanec, Lorenz Schollenberger, Dave Jejina, Doug Zeller, Gary Timpson, Bob 
Hutnik. 
SECOND ROW: Gavin Grant, Cheryl Scaife, Noreen Hawes, Wendy Braid, Chris Marko, Sava Malobabic, Pat Millar, Rose St. Pierre, Debbie Rurak, Susan Tiede, Nancy Booth, 
Pat Veldhuizen, Mike Freeland. 
FIRST ROW: Darlene Charron, Peggy McNeill, Grace Stevenson, Lynda Woods, Miss Weatherby, Nancy Abbott, Janice Glendenning, Linda Holland, Debbie Renaud. 
9D 
THIRD ROW: Vince Petryshyn, Tim Richards, Joe Camlis, Rick McCoUom, Gary Peterson, John Ellwood, Roger St. Pierre, Gary Bookman, Don Ingersoll, Ken Ulch, Jim 
Seguin, Deepak Miriani. 
SECOND ROW: Mrs. Girard, Mary Strclczyk, Marianne Minnice, Dorothy Marko, Maureen Healy, Judy Henkie, Hannc Christensen, Wendy Anger, Marg. Clare, Karen 
Warren, Liz. Mincllo. 
FIRST ROW: Norma McKeone, Caroline Surette, Diane George, Jackie St. Louis, Sheila St. Onge, Robin Woeachko, Kathy Klein. Bonnie Heydon, Peggy Beaumont. 
9E 
THIRD ROW: Richard Selley, Jim Schroll, Jeff Otto, Randy Foster, Debbie Fredricks, Marie Talbot, Ian Stevenson, Bob Howe. 
SECOND ROW: Tom Appleyard, Randy Beecroft, Eleanor Krehling, Cheryl Swaftt, Nancy Adlam, Bonnie Snow, Bob Han!On, Gary Figgin~. Frank Duehume. 




THIRD ROW: Ken Hayward, Tim Banks, Neil Sinclair, Bill Kozachuk, Barry King, Bob Langlois, John Gazo, Mike Belchuk, Pat Gleason, Ken Best, Jack Tefler. 
SECOND ROW: Mrs. Buchanan, Brenda Wright, Paulette Chartrand, Karen Prymack, Marion Bakcma, Molly Logan, Sandra Langlois, Pam Earish. 
FIRST ROW: Linda Scott, Mary Portelli, Vicki Santarossa, Maria Bordeniuk, Evelyn Ludwig, Jackie Boyle, Janet Bradt, Colleen, Kearns, Marg. Lyons. 
9G 
THIRD ROW: Jim Wood, Jef Knowler, Bill Boots, Andrew Jones, Tom Poniatowski, Terry Rich, Randy King, Curtis Stroesser, Brian Lemire. 
SECOND ROW: Don Duquette, Daryl Oldham, Larry Klingbile, Roy Bagnarol, Mary Anne Papineau, John Mcinnis, Rick Campbell, Greg Wright. 
FIRST ROW: Carol Laramie, Diane Knight, Debbie Murphy, Barbara Banks, Jayne Raymond, Mr. Skelton, Roberta Doyle, Colleen Abbott, Joanne Janisse, Sandra Balint, 
Bonnie Hooley. 
9H 
SECOND ROW: Roy Lain, Bob Kennedy, Ken Muir, Gary Maenpaa, Chuck Thibert, Ken Masse, Lyle Loma, Steve Toth, Glen Benson, Mario Farina, Alan Ray, Ken Phelps, 
John Blanchette, Paul Clifford, Mr. Smart. 
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THIRD ROW: Gary Clarkson, Jack McIntyre, Terry Tomicic, Don Muir, Rick Brierley, George Oldnall, John Drake, Keith Sinclair, Bill Jahnke, Alan Major, Wayne Diggins, 
Murray Chappell, Bob Janisch, Jim Vidican. 
SECOND ROW: Jay Bonnett, Rick Momney, Brenda Nichols, Beth Rollinson, Karen Price, Rosemary Hartman, Arlene Rollinson, Debbie Hedrick, Marg Baird, Mike Booth, 
AJrien McGuiness. 
FIRST ROW: Lorri Doherty, Sandy Bissonette, Chris Panasiuk, Debbie Kuzyk, Sue Cousins, Norma Dufraine, Rosemary Kyryliuk, Wendy Moore. 
9J 
THIRD ROW: Dale Fish, Gary Zalger, Denise Quenneville, Sandy Scaife, Ellen Tickner, Mike Major, John Oldnall . 
SECOND ROW: Alex James, Desi Scullion, Greg Naismith, Ron Rosaasen, Diane Corking, Ellen Lore, Debbie Booth. Craig Burningham, Ian Oman, Vic Ulch, Glenn Watkins. 
FIRST ROW: Robin Chamney, Susanne Sekersky, Lynne Roper, Rosemary Guastella, Cathy Renaud, Mr. WeathereU, Vicki Szmyrko, Sharon Kobelski, Lisa Belawin, Beth 
Beaton, Debbie Gabie. 
9K 
THIRD ROW: Gary Brown, Greg Clarke, Doug Bingeman, Don Doenel, Dwight Hesman, Bob Baker, Ted Crljenica, 
SECOND ROW: Greg Fauteux, Dave Myers, Peter Gallo, Mr. Magowan, Louis Piccolo, Mike Oberemk, Paul Steel. 




THIRD ROW: Wayne McCormick, Dennis Fiorido, Greg Precop, Peter Abwander, Gerard LaBute, Phil Lippold, Mark Rivait, David Runnings, Robin Hebert. 
SECOND ROW: Mrs. Ruggeri, Ed Hewitt, Anita Dienesch, Janet Telling, Susan Hanes, Cathy Craig, Marlene Matos, Frank Klein. 
FIRST ROW: Susan Kelly, Pat Belanger, Maureen Cleary, Gisa Miele, Lorraine Oman, Jill Bondy, Mary Ellen McDougall, Theresa Lapierre, Debbie Hardy. 
9M 
THIRD ROW: Karen Pageau, Colette Fortin, Yve Tousignant, Sue Squire, Susan Garant, Teresa Raymond, Cam Morneau, Nancy Mayhead, Nicolette Mitchell. 
SECOND ROW: Sandy Chapman, Lynn Griffin, Jeanette Glaves, Teresa Scott, Laurie Hogan, Jean Plantus, Anita DeLoronde, Beth Lore, Beverley Sul, Debbie Smith, Sandra 
Simard. 
FIRST ROW: Debbie Deschamps, Cheryl Rawlings, Linda Belleau, Linda Lelacheur, Rhonda Bull, Mr. Sillick, Cathy Hall, Debbie Filby, Ingrid Fuchs, Becky Niven, Irene 
Warikasz. 
9N 
SECOND ROW: Andrea Scheffler, Terry Honcharuk, Kevin Girard, Scott Andrews, Wayne Morrison, Peter Schweitzer, Lorenzo Bisutti, Gord Farrand, Paul Charko, Ellen 
Moosberger, Ruth Kelly, Bonnie Hansen. 
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ACTIVITIES ... 
YEARBOOK STAFF 
THIRD ROW: Carol Wilk, Barry Harbroe, Ted Manor, Randy McMaster, Alan Clifford, Mike 
Luborsky, Rick Muldoon. 
SE COND ROW: Jan Milito, Ann Hinek, Sylvia Bayliss, Irene Herold, Bonnie Handzy, Nancy Glaves, 
Sue Murphy, Carol Porter, Mary Ann Demko. 
FIRST ROW: Jo-Ann Purdie, Cathy Papineau, Panny McConnell, Victor Demko, Bill Fontaine, 
L eslie Lampman, Mary Wilk. 
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Staff Advisor •....... ••. ... , . . . . . . . . Mrs. C. Borders 
Editor .. • .• •. • • • . ...••..••.....• • •. Victor Demko 
Co- Editor •.•.•.•..•..•.....•••••... Leslie Lampman 
Layout •.••...•.•••.•..... • . , • • .... • Paul B r istow 
Sue Murphy 
Carol Porter 
Mary Ann Demko 
Advertising Manager ....••.. • ••.. • • , Robin Arnold 
Advertising Head . • . • • . . . . . . . . • • . • • . Bill Fontaine 
Advertising Artist . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . • • Chuck Connell 
Sam Maschke 
TREASURER 
STUDENT COUNCIL EXECUTIVE 
Michelle Cleary Shannon Gooding Rick Muldoon 
PRESIDENT SECRETARY VICE-PRESIDENT 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
BACK ROW: Vic Demko, Mike Gay, Larry Popovitch, Craig Kondruk, Brad Wagner, Kirk Mason, 
Bill Fontaine, Orv James, Keith Pepper, Gerald Klimchak, Bob Hanson, Bill Snow, Dave Coulson, 
Tim Hranks, Steve Lipinsky, Todd Smith, Charles Pope, John Ray. 
SECOND ROW: Peter Gallo, Paul Lefave, Bill Steel, Bob Zincone, Wayne Samson, Dana Giedriunas, 
Mary Jo Castonguay, Sue Farfanik, Rose Penzari, Judy Hallam, Nancy Booth, Janis Bodnarchuk, 
Marlene Lee, Pam Hebert, Arlene Rollinson, Alanna Fox, Leslie Lampman, Doug Williamson, Tom 
Finn, 
SEATED: Maureen Scherb, Debbie Hedrick, Lydia Ropat, Dennis Fiordio, Sam Maschke, Michele 
Cleary, Rick Muldoon, Shannon Gooding, Sue Tomicic, Marilyn Puchailo, Rhonda Bull, Tom 
Appleyard. 






John Brownlie, Keith Pepper, Mr. Drouillard, Bob 
Darroch, Bud Newman, Margita Lange, Kathy Hedrick, 
Henry Gordon. 
THIRD ROW: Jim McFarlane, Doug Williamson, Ted Robinson, Tim Williamson, Kathy Kivisto. 
SECOND ROW: Karen Punga, Brenda Millson, Ivanka Wloch, Sue Walton, Marrianne Ruys, Shirley 
deRepintigny, Rose Penzari, Vicky Szmyrko, Joy Rounding. 
FIRST ROW: Wendy Bauer, Marlene Lee, Dennis Donovan, Alan Thibert, Sandy Lomas, Kathy 
Renaud. 
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UNITED NATIONS CLUB 
Jim McFarlane 
NOBEL PEACE A WARD 
Walkerville Model United Nations 1969. 
• 
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GRADE 11 MATH CLUB 
BACK ROW: Renzo DeMenech, Tom Nemeth, Andrew Petrakos, Gary Wellman, Ken Reynolds, 
Warren Dickie. 
FRONT ROW: Sieglinde Schmidt, Kathy Kiss, Monica Woodall, Dave Austen, Karen Jones, Donna 
Modlinsky, Dianne Schroeder, Mr. McCullough. 
STAMP & COIN CLUB 
BACK ROW: Rose Nikosey, Terry Williams, Sandy Scaife. 
FRONT ROW: Mrs . Tenzer, Joanne Telling, Seiglinde Schmidt, Terry Rich, Mary Wilk, Liz 
Rogers, Mr. Hammerschmidt. 
CAMERA CLUB 
THIRD ROW: Dave Toth, John Thibert, Chris McElroy, John Brownlie, Bill Orlowski, Curtis 
St1·oesser, Brian Lemire, David Jejina, Richard Konrad. 
SECOND ROW: Mr. St. Clair, Norm Golke, Paul Chesnik, Dennis Donovan, Al Clifford, Bill 
Fontaine, Alan Muir, Jim Sokolowski, Richard Orlowski. 
FIRST ROW: Ivanka Wloch, Rose Nikosey, Vicky Smyrko, Melanie Russell, Leslie Lampman, Sandy 
Scaife, Mary Wilk, Mr. Buchanan. 
GERMAN CLUB 
BACK ROW: Vicky Hebert, Valerie Madarsz, Gary Wellman, Wayne Rollinson, Norm Golke, Neil 
Hodgins, Frank Klein. 
FRONT ROW: Joanne Telling, Kathy Kiss, Sieglinde Schmidt, Margita Lange, Donna Modlinsky, 
Kathy Hedrick, Mr. Tenzer. 
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS 
BACK ROW: Mark Baillargeon, Neil Hodgins, Kathy Hedrick, Monica Woodall, Heather Dorrepaal, 
Barbara Bigelow, Wayne Rollinson, David Toth. 
FRONT ROW: Madame Gregorian, Gail Chene, Sieglinde Schmidt, Debbie Hedrick, Rita Parent, 
Karen Jones, Madame Dantzer. 
HOSTESS CLUB 
THIRD ROW: Sue Tomicic, Valerie Prymack, Michelle Barrette, Penny McIntyre, Kathy Korovitch, 
Vicky Smyrko, Mary Wilk, Rose Nikosy. 
SECOND ROW: Mrs. Musson, Debby Hedrick, Carol Frances, Lucy Ringrose, Carol Wilk, Kathy 
Hedrick, Jean Elias, Vicky Hebert, Robin Arnold, Charlotte,Badragon, Gail Bondy. 
FIRST ROW: Lucille Baillargeon, Lorna Gazo, Debbie Lockwood, Cheryl Craig, Lynn Collins, 
Pam McCallum, Debbie Kizyk, Robin Chamney, Sue Cooper. 
ART CLUB 
Mr. E. Skelton 
SPIRIT CLUB 
Mrs. E. Price 
CHESS CLUB 
TIDRD ROW: Greg Wright, Lorenz Schollenberger, Chester Masse, Pete Angermann, Harry 
Lockstadt, Mike Major. 
SECOND ROW: Henry Gordon, Gerard LaBute, Ted Boomer, Tom Cousins, Don Marchand, Pat 
Allevato, Frank Humes, Maurice Marchand, Mark Hutnik, Gavin Grant. 
FIRST ROW: Dan Chamney, Robin Hebert, Joe Shaban, Ivanka Wloch, Mary Wilk, Dennis Fiorido, 
Terry Rich, Dave Toth. 61 
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LIBRARY STAFF 
Mr. Munro, Siglinde Schmidt, Joanne Telling, Brenda Millson, Kathi Renaud, Mary Lou Morris, 
Linda Laforet, Violet Marko, Bruce Cookson. 
Mrs. Appel, Dorothy Marko, Mrs. Chuk, Robin Chamney, Gail Chene, Sandy Soulliere. 
TICKET SELLERS 
Mr. G. Hammerschmidt 
TICKET SELLERS 
' 
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BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
BACK ROW: Dan Danelon, Pat Allevato, John Brownlie, Art Drake, Bob Zincone, Mr. Oksanen, P aul 
Anderson, J im Muldoon. 
FRONT ROW: John McGuinness, Brad Wagner, Dan Gobbo, Kirk Mason, Wayne Samson, Rick 
Muldoon. 1 
GIRLS ' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
STANDING : Karen P unga, Mrs. P rice, Anne Rich. 
SEATED: Joanne Telling, Pam Angus, Joan Warren, Linda McGrain, Claudia Nai smith. 
I shal o ass; 
STUDENT'S PSALM 
The ~l'l. ter is my teacher, 
He ma e b face the blackboard· 
He destroyt:,.th y love-notes.; 
He putteth my g~m i.n 'tne 'tn ,s c 
He maketh me 't]µiet and take 4 
He waketh me ~om my sleep, 
And leadeth Ill~ to the office 
For conduct s'ak~ 
Yea though I wa"lk ro~lf tpe be-1'1.s of knowledge 
I fear great evil; 
For I have forgotfea my rtebool{ 
His face harcten.s before me; 
He maketh m., w ite &90 word · 
My notebook' rl.U} et:l:;l ove • 
Surely misclµ.,ef ar\d raj{ftp.ttiine 
Shall foijow'rrle all the d~:ygi of my school:iinf 






BACK ROW: Claudia Naismith, Sandy Lomas, Colleen Kemp, Nancy Naismith. 
FRONT ROW: Kathy Woodrich, Sandy Ellwood, Karren Roberts, Cathy Wachna. 
JUNIOR CHEERLEADERS 
BACK ROW : Andrea Labaj, Connie Cooper, Janis Trott, Rhonda Bull. 
FRONT ROW: Beth Beale, Pat Millar, Carol Lander, Leslie Lampman, Cathy Papineau. 
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SENIOR FOOTBALL TEAM 
CITY CHAMPS 
Compliments of MULDOON INSURANCE 
THIRD ROW, Left to Right: J. MacFarlane, B. Wagner, H. Lockstadt, L. Westbury, R. 
Seguin, T. Docherty, M. Lacey, R. Zincone, G. Wirth, L . Paronuzzi, M. Barnett, A. 
Drake, L, Rubenstein, R, Bala, R, Gobbo, C , Eansor, T, Turner, M, Gusba, M, Luborsky, 
SECOND ROW: D. Prisley, D. Blain, R. Blanchard, D. Danelon, G. Boutette, W. Zawisza, 
D . Gobbo, W. Samson, D. Danter, J, Casetta, P. James, J. Muldoon, L. Docherty, G. 
Petryshyn, Mr. Bauer. 
FIRST ROW: R . Muldoon, M. Gay, Mr. Oksanen, Athletic Director; Mr. Techko, Vice-
Principal; Mr. Hyland, Principal; B. Carter, K. Mason, W. Fontaine, Mr. Janisse, Coach; 
Mr. McCaffery, Coach; R, Hogan, W, Steel, 
•~ ' I 
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AWARD WINNERS 
Mr. Z . Karcz presents ALL 
CITY Wayne Samson with Best 
Backfielder Award and ALL CITY 
Livio Paronuzzi with Best Lineman 
Award. 
J UNIOR BOYS' FOOTBALL 
Compliments of 
TEPPER MANS 
BACK: Dave Austen, Paul Lefave, Charles Eansor, Dan Jarwosewich, Pat Allevato, Greg 
King, Dan St. Onge, Rick Corin, Vic Demko, Orville James , George Balint, Bob Carter, Tim 
Hranka, Dan Taylor. 
MIDDLE : Mr. Horne, Daryl Knight, Steve Lipinski, Chris Wiley, Dan Chaberek, Pat Gleason, 
Bob Gerardi, Dennis McGowean, Dave Findlay, Al Nix, George Basijanec, Glen Watkins, 
Greg Naismit h , John Drake, Mr. Brunet. 
FRONT: F . Humes , C. Brklacic. N. Kosytniuk, Rick Archer, F . Anderson, C. Muldovan, 
B , Hansen, R . Linton. 67 
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Compliments of AGNEW SURPASS 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW: 0. James, P, Allevato, R. Corin, T. Hranka, P. Gleason, 
D. Gobbo, Mr. Janisse, 
FRONT ROW: W. Hastings, R. Carter, T, Tomicic, N, Kostyniuk, 
J. Schneider, C. Masse. 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW: Bruce Carter, Bob Scott, Brian Langlois, Brian Boyd, Larry 
Hurajt, Rick Muldoon, Bob Hogan. 
FRONT ROW: Mr. McCaffery, Dan Gobbo, Wayne Samson, Chuck Lanktree, 
Mike Gay. 
Compliments of OTTAWA PHARMACY 
BOYS'VOLLEYBALL 
BACK ROW: George McPhee, Bill Docherty, Keith Pepper, Jan Sczepaneck, 
Brian Boyd, Bob Scott, Ted Manor. 
FRONT ROW: Mr. Weatherell, Barry Harbroe, Barry Wagner, Sam Mashke, 
Gary Tonita, Bob Reaume. 
FRESHMAN BOYS' BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW: Rick Moroney, Claudio Del Duca, David Hunnings, Brian Lemire, 
Mr. Techko, Keith Sinclair, Curtis Stroesser, Robin Hebert. 
FRONT ROW: Dan Chaborek, Lorne Russ, Terry Tomicic, Glenn Watkins, 
Greg Naismith, Frank Ducharme, Gary Figgins. 
69 
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Compliments of SINGER OF CANADA 
SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
FRONT ROW: Sheila St. Onge, Shelly Potts, Mrs. Nixon, Nancy 
Jubenville, Gail Baillergeon. 
BACK ROW: Pam Angus, Mary Beth McMullen, Vicki Roy, Pat Hogan, 
Georgina Irwin, Arlene Rollinson, Sharon Szymanski. 
ABSENT: Mar y Jo Gaines, Kathy Kivisto. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
BACK ROW : Mrs . Price, Chris Mar ko, Joanne McGuire, Laurie 
Chartier, Vera Wabishewich, Alana Burdeny, Debby Percy, Lise 
Quenneville. 
FRONT ROW: Sandy Ronschka, Dawn Iler, Cathy Gniposky, Bonni e 
Snow, Dorothy Marko , Mary Ann Pratt. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
FRONT ROW: Mary Beth McMullen, Pam Angus , Peggy Bendszak, Alice 
Campbell, JoAnne Telling, Mary Joe Gaines. 
BACK ROW: Mrs. Williams, Liz Halliday, Nancy Jubenville, Sue Mousseau, 
Georgina Irwin, Linda MacGrain, Sue Lippold, Pat Hogan. 
ABSENT: Bonnie Miller, Emily Wachter, Gail Baillargeon. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
BACK ROW: Barb Anger, Liz Halliday, Lori Docherty, JoAnne Telling, 
Dawn Iler, Debby Filby, Shelly Potts, Paulette Chartrand, Diane Lehoux. 
FRONT ROW: Nancy Booth, Janet Chamko, Debby Percy, Mrs. Price, 
Emily Tynowsky, Arlene Rollinson. 




Mr. J. Buchanan, Bob Reaume, Brad Wagner, Bill Virtue, Richard 
Cranker, Ron Bala, John Gilmour, Wayne Zawisza, Mr. M. Brunet. 
Barry Wagner, Joe Doetzel, Ron McConnell, John Moore, Dennis Wright, 
Dennis Donovan. 
SOCCER TEAM 
BACK ROW: Don Pidhoresky, David Dupuis, Levent Zeytinoglu, Werner 
Boelk, Gerald Klimchak, Brad Brush, Mike Kelleher. 
MIDDLE ROW: Barry McCall, John James, Larry Belowus, Leo 
Ambroziak, Tom Finn, Bill Jost, Joe Blais, Mr. Smart. 
FRONT ROW: Ron Iatzko, Ed Higgins, Mike Clough, David Harris, 
John McGuinness, Pete McDonald. 
. . ' . ,-~,.:~ .-:~~~r -~-: .. :·:--· ~ 
SENIOR BOYS' SWIM TEAM 
BACK ROW: Barry Harbroe, Rob Murphy, Larry Catton, Barry McCall, 
Marc Baillargeon, Gary Warren, Bob Johnson. 
FRONT ROW: Larry Rubenstein, Jim McFarland, Mrs. Girard, Bob 
Mathias, Paul Hebert. 
JUNIOR BOYS' SWIM TEAM 
BACK ROW: Marc Bonham, Mike Oberemk, Don St. Onge, Jon Bonnett, 
Scott Vrooman. 
MIDDLE ROW: Mrs. Girard, Orv James. 
FRONT ROW: Cary Willson, Bob Chesnik, Jay Bonnett, Jim Vidican, Alex 
James, Ken Best. 
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GIRLS' SWIM TEAM 
BACK ROW: Barb Parramore, Joanne Telling, Debbie Percy, Linda 
MacGrain, Pat Benson, Cathy Andrews, Lise Quenneville, Brenda 
Millson, Pam Hebert, Cathy Richardson, Lisa Belawetz. 
MIDDLE ROW: Cindy Lore, Mrs . Girard, Joanne Bala, Denise Reaume, 
Carol Blanchette, Denise Favell, Marg Sherwood, Becki Niven, Norma 
Dufraine, Barb Rabsky, Anita Dienesch, Robin Chamney, Judy Brown. 
FRONT ROW: Jeanette Glaves, Lori Booth, Debbie Kuzuk, Debbie Renaud, 
Theresa Scott, Karen Warren. 
SENIOR BOYS' TRACK TEAM 
Mr. J anisse, Al Warnoch, Dan Jacques, Livio Paronuzzi, Dan Muldoon, 
L ou Sovran, Mark Gusba. 
JUNIOR BOYS' TRACK 
BACK ROW: Mr. Janisse, Bob Darroch, Dan Gobbo, John Cassetta, Dale 
Prisley, Murray Lacey. 
FRONT ROW: Jim McFarland, Gene Petryshyn, Dan Campeau, Bruce 
Millen. 
MIDGET BOYS' TRACK 
BACK ROW: Mr. Janisse, Orv James, Bob Hogan, , Rick Corin, 
FRONT ROW: Frank Furlan, Bob Labaj, Bob Gerardi,. Charles Eansor. 
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GIRLS' AND BOYS' TRACK 
BACK ROW: Livio Paronuzzi, Dan Jacques, Wendy Allsop, Lou Sovran, 
Bonnie Ridgewell, Dan Muldoon, Al Warnock, Dan Gobbo, Bob Darroch, 
Mr. Janisse . 
MIDDLE ROW: Gene Petryshyn, Bruce Millen, Jim MacFarlane, Brenda 
Gilchrist, Georgina Irwin, Lind MacGrain, Joanne Telling, John Casetta, 
Dale Prisley, Murray Lacey. 
FRONT ROW: Rick Archer, Charles Eansor, Debbie Percy, Arlene 
Rollinson, Diane Schroeder, Bob Hogan, Mark Gusba. 
GIRLS' TRACK TEAM 
BACK ROW: Dianne Schroeder, Arlene Rollinson, Pat Hogan, Brenda 
Gilchrist, Debra Percy, Georgina Irwin, Bonnie Ridgewell, Wendy 
Allsop, Linda MacGrain. 
FRONT ROW: Donna McCauley, Margaret Sherwood, JoAnne Telling, 
Pat Miller, Beth Beale. 
A GYMNASTICS TEAM 
BACK BAR: Barbara Fram, Margo Howe, Pauline St. Pierre, Beth 
Beale. 
FRONT BAR: Linda Hersche, Margaret Harris, Sandy Lomas. 
ST ANDING: Pat Miller. 
GOLF TEAM 




THE WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
offers greetings and best wishes to 
the staff and students 
of 
W. F. HERMAN COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
To the members of the 1970 Graduating Class, we extend 
our sincerest congratulaions for your past achievements 
and best wishes for the future. 
WINDSOR 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1970 
ELECTED TRUSTEES 
Ward I .......................................................... H.A. Campell 
Ward 11 ........••• • ••••.•......•.•••••••.•..•.•••.•.•.••.• G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 
Ward Ill .................................. . ......... T.N. Libby, B.A., L.Th., M.S.W. 
Ward IV ............................................ . ............... A. Caird 
Ward V ......................................................... R.V. Simpson 
Ward VI ......................................................... D.T. Watson 
Ward VII ....................................................... G.H. Hawkins 
Ward VIII ................................................ S.M. McDowall, B.A., Sc. 
B.K. Ducharme 
J.C. MacDonald, B.A. 
Board of Education 
Trustees 
Elected by Separate School 
Ratepayers 
K.E. Fathers 
P.L. McManus, B.A. 
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OUR SPORTS PROGRAM FOR THIS SEASON 
Chrysler has a great sports lineup for 1970: 
For starters, Plymouth 1970 makes it with 
the fabulous Barracuda Series. Valiant Duster 340. 
And the imperturbable Plymouth GTX. 
Or, you and your folks could be Dodge 
Material. Find out with a run in the cars with the 
bumblebee stripe: The Challenger. Charger 500. 
Dart Swinger 340. Coronet Super Bee. 
The loaded lineup. Performance on wheels, 
waiting for the call of the road. 
Think about it. You'll feel like a million in 
one of these proud new beauties. 
Plymouth· Dodge · Chrysler· Imperial · Dodge & Fargo Trucks · S1mca · Sunbeam 
A~cHRYSLER 
,., CANADA LTD. 
ENGINEERING WITH CARE 
' • . :. ;;.-;:_.;;,;,)!,,... - y..:. . :·::.:· . ~ 
"'( NEA~) IME" TuNN10, 
E tlTAANC~ ON 
G O"E ~u ST.,, 
Do lau tEEL V. PED OuT AeouT 
C.. LOTHes ? No ? 0 h. 
LlELt.. IN CAsE Yau Do SoME DAY 
RoLL OuT To THE CLOSE 1 
CLOSET - 4Cfb GoYERU 
RNo CLEAN up ON SanE V AY· D u T 
SKINNY SwEATERS RNo MA'>< I -
GoR,s , As LJELL Rs MAN'{ 
O T HER UN ISEX LLOTHES . 
\au 0LL 8£ GROOVY IN THE END'' 
Jk~ CLD!iE CJ.DIET UNISEX BOUTIQUE 
"a4u/'it.1t )u~i f.tl. 
4 q 3 0 UE ll ( TT E Av E • 
-PHONE: 25 3. 2. J../ '8 
For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the 
whole world, and lose his own soul? 
- Mark 3:36 
For God so loved the world, that he gave his only 
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should 
not perish, but have everlasting life. 
- John 3: 16 
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A Elaine Dickson F 
Mr. & Mrs. Dorrepaal 
Helen Allard Mrs. A. Drake M.D. Fox 
Mrs. Andrie Bruce Drake 
Arnold Family Mr. & Mrs. Driscoll 
Mr. & Mrs. Avedisian Duchene Family G 
G. Gerry 
B L 0. Giedriunas 
Mrs. Girard 
Betty Badragon Ernest Lefrancois Rose Glendenning 
Mr. & Mrs. Bauer Mr. & Mrs. Lewicki Bernard Golden 
Mr. & Mrs. Balogh Richard Lindquist Mrs. Gregorian Mrs. Bayliss Mrs. H. Lions Rita Grizan 
Mrs. Beaulne 
Mr. & Mrs. P. Linton Helen Bigelow 
Mrs. Borders 
H Gary Boutette 
Rose Boyle M Mr. & Mrs. Hyland Mrs. Buchanan 
T. Harris R. Burge Mrs. D. Marchand Mr. & Mrs. Hendrick J.J. Burns Jeremy Maschke Asten Hevenor 
Sam Maschke Mrs. H.D. Hodgins 
Mr. McCaffery Mr. H.D. Hodgins C Mrs. McQuire Neil Hodgins 
Wm. Meikie Mrs. Howe Mr. & Mrs. Campeau Mr. & Mrs. M[nello Mr. & Mrs. Hutnik Mr. & Mrs. Carnegie Mr. Moore Mr. Hwozdeckyz R.E. Cartier Janet Morden 
W.R. Chamney Mrs. B. Murphy 
Doug Chase Lorraine Murphy J Mr. & Mrs. Chesnik George Murray 
Mr. Chittaro Rev. R.J. Murray 
Orville James Mrs. Closser 
.Andrew Jones Cola 
Mrs. Ellen Jones Mrs. Corin 
N Graham Jones Mr. & Mrs. Coristine 
Mr. & Mrs. S.W. Jones Mr. & Mrs. Corlett 
Harold Nantais Mr. & Mrs. Jubenville Mr. Creede 
P. Nantais Jim & Greta Jubenville Mildred Curtis 
Mr. & Mrs. Nord Mr. & Mrs. G. Jubenville 
Mr. & Mrs. Judas 
D 
E 
Mrs. Dantzer K 
Mrs. Demko Josette Emond 
Mrs. Dent Mr. & Mrs. Emond Donna Kozylis 














Mr. & Mrs. Quigley 
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Mr. & Mrs. Rogers 
Edna Roy 
Mr. & Mrs. Rubik 
Willie Ruel 
Bill Rurak 
Mr. & Mrs. Rurak 
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Mr. & Mrs. Slavik 
D. Smart 
Mrs. A. Stengal 
























Mr. & Mrs. Woodall 
BUSINESS PATRONS 
Carousel Variety Shoppe 
Diane's Hair Fashions 
Danten Pharmacy 
Essex County Pottery (Willistead Coach House) 
Night School ( W.D. Lowe Sculpturing Class) 
Malette Pharmacy 
Mihoren's Shell Station 
Jack Madden Music Centre 
Peace Lutheran Church 
Trepanier's Garage 
Ken Wiley Pharmacy 
Herman Collegiate Office Staff 
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